Smartlink Acquires The Brogdon Group, Enhancing its Endto-End Services Offerings Nationwide
Venture will deliver Network Development and Operational Services to the
Telecommunications Industry

ANNAPOLIS, MD. (January 9th, 2019) – Smartlink, a national leader in
telecommunications network development and operations, announced the acquisition of
The Brogdon Group, a national telecommunications inventory management company
based in Birmingham, Alabama. This combined enterprise will provide Smartlink’s
existing clients with further innovation and added value through enhanced end-to-end
services offerings.
Smartlink’s President, Jason Campbell, adds, “Smartlink’s existing services complement
Brogdon’s, enabling us to provide an extensive offering to wireless network operators
across the nation, making us a unique player in our field. Having this foundation in place
allows us to focus on expanding the products we offer, the places we work and the
customers we serve.”
Smartlink’s acquisition is paramount to the fulfillment of its mission to provide valueadded services to its customers. Campbell articulated, “Brogdon’s product line gives us
exposure to the operational side of our customers’ businesses, providing a nationwide
footprint of highly-qualified field technicians, and opens the door to new customers in the
network operations world.”
The Brogdon Group COO, Will Stroup will join the Smartlink Team as Senior Vice
President of Technical Services. “Smartlink’s existing portfolio of services will be
optimized with an experienced nationwide technician workforce connected by proprietary
state of the art inventory software. The combination of these product lines will enhance
our capabilities to serve our customers,” said Stroup.

About SMARTLINK:
Smartlink is a national staffing and services company delivering solutions for the
development, engineering, and maintenance of new and existing communications
infrastructures. Established in 2000, Smartlink is headquartered in Annapolis, MD with
offices located across the nation.
A trusted partner to the nation’s leading wireless carriers, tower companies, and turnkey
providers, Smartlink continually exceeds client expectations, with teamwork and
relationships driving its success. Whether staffing for a single position or managing an
entire network buildout, Smartlink is constantly challenging the “business as usual”
attitude and utilizing its strategically placed teams and players across the nation to move
your organization forward. For more information, visit https://www.smartlinkllc.com.
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